Committee on Transportation, Highways, and Public Works

Will meet at: 9:30 am Date: April 13, 2010

Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HB 369 CONNICK TRANSPORTATION Authorizes DOTD to use monies from the Transportation Trust Fund to fund ferries that are not connected to state roads

HB 493 CONNICK PUBLIC SFTY/DEPARTMENT Transfers the Crescent City Connection police from DOTD to DPS&C

HB 485 BILLIOT LEVEES Requires a levee report to indicate elevation based on NAVD

HB 492 BILLIOT LEVEES Authorizes levee boards to require a permit or letter of no objection before performance of certain levee work

HB 494 BILLIOT LEVEES Limits liability of levee districts for the permit or use of bicycle paths or walkways for recreational purposes by the public

HB 522 JACKSON, GIROD PUBLIC CONTRACTS Extends the length of time relative to the utilization of design-build contracts

HB 646 BROSSETT LEVEES Provides with respect to the Southeast Flood Protection Authority East and West

HB 718 HINES PUBLIC CONTRACT/BIDS Disqualifies bidders convicted of certain crimes

HB 968 ROBIDEAUX MTR VEHICLE/BUSES Clarifies exemption for school buses and usage of child passenger restraint systems

HB 1052 JACKSON, GIROD ADMINISTRATION Provides for a uniform definition of a disadvantaged business enterprise

HB 1193 RICHMOND JUVENILES Allows juveniles to obtain state identification without permission from parent or guardian

HB 1221 RICHMOND TRAFFIC/VIOLATIONS Increases seat belt violation fines
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